On Monday February 27th, 2012, WikiLeaks began publishing The Global Intelligence Files, over five million e-mails from the Texas headquartered “global intelligence” company Stratfor. The e-mails date between July 2004 and late December 2011. They reveal the inner workings of a company that fronts as an intelligence publisher, but provides confidential intelligence services to large corporations, such as Bhopal’s Dow Chemical Co., Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon and government agencies, including the US Department of Homeland Security, the US Marines and the US Defence Intelligence Agency. The emails show Stratfor’s web of informers, pay-off structure, payment laundering techniques and psychological methods.
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Paul,

Thanks for the update. For your information, STRATFOR provides Protective Intelligence monitoring and advisory services, to include access to a designated Briefer, such as myself, who may be contacted for any security-related questions. The purpose of this service is to alert our corporate and high net worth clients of possible threats to their operations, facilities, personnel and families. Many of our clients find this service to be helpful because, amongst other security-related advisory information, it allows them to obtain travel risk situation reports/briefings for executive trips without having to go through the pricing and contract process for each request. Please let me know if you have any questions about our PI program or if we can be of any assistance in the future.

Best,

Korena

Genzburg, Paul wrote:

Thanks for following up Korena. I understand the time constraints that you face with this. Based on the info that I have for our travelers, we will not need the detailed sitreps. Thanks for your readiness though.

Best, Paul

From: Korena Zуча <zucha@stratfor.com>
To: Genzburg, Paul
Hi Paul,

If possible, we appreciate if you could let us know by later today or first thing Monday if you would like to pursue the two travel risk assessments as we may not be able to complete and deliver the reports in the time span requested the more time that goes by, as they require time for research, writing and editing. I look forward to hearing from you.

Much Thanks,

Korena

Korena Zucha wrote:

Paul,

I’ve attached an example of an executive summary-style threat assessment for your reference. We could cover the same topics in similar format for Nairobi and Kampala. Also, if you are able to provide the executive's itinerary with enough advance, we can identify any major threats involved with hotel choices, modes of transportation, etc. and provide related recommendations. Please let me know if you have any questions in the meantime.

Thanks,

Korena

Genzburg, Paul wrote:

Thanks Korena, standby on this assignment....need to speak with the exces. Will advise, thanks

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From: Korena Zucha <zucha@stratfor.com>
To: Genzburg, Paul
Cc: Fred Burton <burton@stratfor.com>
Subject: Re: FW: Sitrep
Hi Paul,

On behalf of Fred, I wanted to follow up with you to get more details regarding you interests in travel security assessments for Nairobi and Kampala. Are you mainly interested in a current assessment of threats relating to the two locations' political instability, crime and terrorism environments, war and insurgency, and any other miscellaneous, yet relevant threats?

As an FY1-Ugandan security officials discovered an explosive device Oct. 30 in Kampala, one week after Somali militants threatened to launch attacks in the city. The security guard that discovered the device at Bhatia Tower said it was wrapped in newspapers and had chains around it. Security officials have not said if this attempted attack was linked to last week's threats.

While it would be difficult to produce an in-depth threat assessment customized to the executive's itinerary in the time span you are requesting, we would be able to produce 2-3 page executive summary-style threat assessments for both Nairobi and Kampala,
outlining the risks associated with the categories mentioned above.
We could provide you with these reports by COB next Wednesday at the
latest, if that works with your deadline. The cost for each report
would be $3,000.

Please let me know as soon as possible if you would like to proceed
with these assessments so that we can get the wheels turning.

Thanks,

Korena Zucha
Briefer
STRATFOR
Office: 512-744-4082
Fax: 512-744-4334
Zucha@stratfor.com

Fred Burton wrote:

---------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Genzburg, Paul [mailto:Paul.Genzburg@soros.com]
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 8:14 AM
To: Burton@stratfor.com
Subject: Re: Sitrep

Asap but latest early next week...

---------------------------------------------------------------------
From: burton@stratfor.com <burton@stratfor.com>
To: Genzburg, Paul
Sent: Fri Oct 30 08:38:47 2009
Subject: Re: Sitrep

Paul -

Will do, how soon is it needed?

Thx

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

---------------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Genzburg, Paul" <Paul.Genzburg@soros.com>
Date: Fri, 30 Oct 2009 08:31:30 -0400
To: <Burton@stratfor.com>
Subject: Sitrep

Hey Fred, can you guys give me the latest on Nairobi and Kampala.
Have an exec trip coming up and would love to get the real scoop
on what they need. I've mooched too much off you guys so please
bill me (but don't hurt me!). Sooner the better....many thanks,
Paul